ONLINE SOLUTIONS
RE-IMAGINED
A QUICK GUIDE TO THE BEST
AND MOST PRACTICAL ONLINE SOLUTIONS

RE-IMAGINING
THE WAY WE CONNECT
We have RE-IMAGINED the way we connect and have acquired
an online solution to ensure that you stay well connected
digitally, from the comfort of your own home.
These solutions will also, assist you if you have team members in
different cities, and if so these solutions will come in handy post
National Lockdown by means of live streaming from a particular
location.
We have conceptualised online teambuilding activities to
ensure that you and your team members continue to stay
motivated during a time where social distancing is encouraged.
Further to the above, EfferVescENTS offers a easy to use, one click
online conferencing solution. Our online conferencing solutions
suits meetings and conferencing of all sizes.
This will allow you to continuously meet, engage and
communicate with your teams, clients and stakeholders.
The EfferVescENTS hosted online conferencing solution
guarantees an up time of 99% on a secure server. One of our
skilled team members will host the online conference and be
your live support throughout your conference to ensure a
smooth running event.
Please dive in and see what offers we have for your company
in this time where connection is crucial to business survival.

WHAT WE CAN DO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Micro-site development for the
online conference
Create and manage event App
Save the date mailers
Invitation mailers
Collateral design for the
conference, marketing and social
media
RSVP Management
Confirmation mailers
CPD registration and accreditation
Book a venue/s to host the event on
multiple locations and connect them
with the online conference solution.
Full Audio, Visual and stage design
for the venue

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Catering at your selected venue
Décor and furniture to transform the
venue
Create presentations and scripting.
Online presentation training to
ensure you move the needle with
every interaction
Managed real time online
conferencing
24/7 support for these events
Breakout room management
Conference recording, live stream
and post conference sharing
Thank you and evaluation mailer
Health and sanitation stations at
your chosen venue

WHAT SHOULD
YOU KNOW
EfferVescENTS uses a secure, reliable browser based
solution. No need to install any software and plugins
all you need is a computer, internet and an email
address.

THE RECOMMENDED BROWSERS ARE
FIREFOX AND CHROME.
Each participant in a web conference needs to have
the following:
• An Internet connection
• A computer
• A web browser (like FireFox and Chrome)
• An email address
• And the meeting invitation for the web
conference’s browserbased portal

BENEFITS
• Fully brandable
• Create a vanity URL for you business
• We cost in Rands so the rand dollar exchange does
not affect your pocket
• This is a managed solution so one of our skilled
team members will always be available to you
• Cost effective

VALUE ADD
We will offer an online training session to managers
ensuring they know how to use the platform, and how
to host an effective online meeting or conference.

WHAT SHOULD
YOU KNOW
FEATURES

SECURITY

• Multi-User White board
• Share your screen
• Live polling
• Breakaway Rooms for collaborative working
• Express yourself with emojies
• Raise your hand
• High audio quality
• Unlimited Web cams
• Public and private chat
• Session recording
• Storage
• Upload content
• Shared notes

The servers are able to run for 7 days if we experience
load shedding so this will have no negative impact on
your conference.

NETWORK LEVEL SECURITY CONSISTS OF THREE
MAIN COMPONENTS:
• DDoS mitigation
• VLAN reverse path forwarding protection
• Juniper firewall rules at the network edge and core

ONLINE
ICEBREAKERS
ROSE AND THORN VIRTUAL ICEBREAKER
We ask your team a few questions to get them thinking in the right direction (depicted by you or in line
with your esteemed company values). Thereafter they have to personalise the scenario to themselves
and identify the pre-explained Rose and Thorn. This icebreaker is perfect to solve any underlying issues
you may feel there are to start your actual meeting off in high spirits.

CRITICAL THINKING VIRTUAL ICEBREAKER
We start your meeting by posing a lateral thinking question to your group, customized to be unique to
your company or completely random and fun. After everyone shares their answer we take a few
minutes to discuss the teams’ differences and what was learned from their experience. After this
icebreaker, your team will feel ready for the challenge lying ahead.

SNAPSHOT VIRTUAL ICEBREAKER
We challenge your team to invite everyone into their personal space by giving them a creative
photography challenge with a time limit. We share, compare and complement each other’s
photography therefore making everyone more relaxed as we now understand each other’s
environments and personal work spaces.

ONLINE
ICEBREAKERS
FUN FACT VIRTUAL ICEBREAKER
Some research needs to be done as we start off a day before with this icebreaker. We will give your
team a personalised task to do research on. This can be personal or uniquely designed to suit your
company ethos. Sharing their findings the next day will not only be fun but educational as well as give
the individual a sense of belonging.

“BIG TALK” VIRTUAL ICEBREAKER
We supply your team with an interesting article to read, uniquely fit to your industry prior to your meeting.
Once the meeting begins, the team has an opportunity to answer a set of questions, discuss their views
and possibly learn from each other before continuing with the meeting. This “wakes your team up” and
has them engaging actively during your meeting.

OPEN MIC VIRTUAL ICEBREAKER
We bring the creative side out of your team as they will each have a moment of fame on the live screen
as we start off the meeting with a bit of entertainment. Followed by either your CEO’s performance or
a famous artist, each individual will have a challenge to fulfill. This breaks any shyness your team might
have had as everyone will enjoy watching and joining in on the fun.

ONLINE
TEAMBUILDING
TINY CAMP FIRE
The event is a virtual campfire that includes historic ghost stories, icebreaker games, little competitions
and real s’more making. It’s all the fun of a real camp night, with no mosquito repellent required. One
week before your event, we send each of your team members a tiny campfire kit including all the items
they will need for this activity and will be uniquely designed to your company CI. On the day, we send
each team member a link to a video conference room and run the experience. Our energetic
facilitators will help create high spirits, engagement and shared memories for your team.
COFFEE VS. TEA
Tea vs Coffee facilitates an exotic coffee and tea tasting experience with real beverages. A week before your event, we send each of your employees a care pack with a mix of four specialty teas, coffees
and infusions. Each envelope is marked as “do not open” to save the big surprise for the day of the
event. On tasting day, your team logs into a virtual video-cafe, where the friendly barista will share stories, run games and lead a tasting ceremony for the tea and coffee. The event is fun, educational, and
global minded. All teas and coffees are sustainably sourced from farms with Fair Trade practices.

CAN YOU HEAR ME NOW?
More than just a sound check, Can You Hear Me Now is one of the best online games for virtual teams.
You play this game in a virtual conference room, and nominate one person to be the speaker and the
rest are artists. We will provide the selected speaker with random images to strategically describe to the
“artists” who will have to try their best to draw his description. It gets tricky though as our set of rules only
allows the use of certain words, shapes and phrases for the speaker to describe what he sees. This game
is a proxy for effective online communication, and is also just really fun.

ONLINE
TEAMBUILDING
CRAFT CHALLENGE
We test your team’s creativity by sending them a surprise box prior to the scheduled teambuild. On the
day, a facilitator will guide them to create a masterpiece with the items in their box. The items can be
uniquely designed to suit your company values, CI, vision or overall ethos. Each individual can also
receive a unique box that creates a different piece to the overall masterpiece. Once the team is
together, they can finish the masterpiece in person by combining it together.

TRIVIA TWIST
Your digital pub-quiz! Questions will be asked from the quiz master and individuals need to provide
answers. Questions cover various topics and genres and this activity can be a real pleaser with
people attempting to test their general knowledge. They won’t expect familiar questions, so with a bit of
research, we will create a quiz that tests their knowledge about the company as well as who their
colleagues really is.

JEOPARDY
This well-known game show turns into the ultimate edutainment method, turning your employees into
star performers. This Jeopardy company virtual team building game can be played in-person or virtually,
and the results identify individual and group knowledge gaps. We will create game content that ties in
with your company vibe to make it as fun or as serious as you want it.

ONLINE
TEAMBUILDING
THE DESERTED ISLAND SCENARIO
Join your virtual meeting and we will give your team the bad news: They’ve been stranded on a deserted
island. We will give them a scenario of which they will have to gather items to keep them alive and
ultimately survive By the end of this activity, everyone will find themselves more open to new ideas and
thankful for new perspectives from simply using different tools for different situations throughout the activity.

MYSTERY SOLVE
We will provide each person with a care package that has clues, each person has a different clue and needs to
speak to the right people about the right things to make sure they are the first to solve the mystery presented to
them. This will improve online communication skills to ensure effective workflow.

SPEED GREET
We start by explaining the rules and giving the team a set of questions. Each individual will have a moment to
ask and answer a question. Thereafter the online session turns into a game show as we surprise you with a quiz
that nobody will suspect. You may want to concentrate or take some notes during this teambuild as it could
bring you to victory.
ONLINE SCAVENGER HUNT
Nothing brings a team together like a scavenger hunt: the fun, the interaction, the problem solving, the friendly
competition – it’s the perfect team builder. With our uniquely designed app, you no longer need to physically
be together to bring all the elements of that perfect team builder together. This can be a once off activity or an
on-going hunt where individuals or teams can gain traction on a leaderboard as they complete tasks.

LONG TERM
ENGAGEMENT
Working online has many benefits but some individuals may lack the feeling of belonging
somewhere. With the below ongoing engagement activities your team will have a reminder that
they are a part of something bigger and their contribution is valued. Please enquire directly for
more information on these activities as they will be uniquely designed to your company’s needs.

PLEASE ENQUIRE DIRECTLY FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE ACTIVITIES AS THEY
WILL BE UNIQUELY DESIGNED TO YOUR COMPANY’S NEEDS.
My desk garden
Quarterly care packages
Offline fitness challenges
Online group exercise classes that we can host
Recipe club
Online book club

MOTIVATIONAL
SPEAKERS
PRE-RECORDED OR LIVESTREAM BUSINESS PRESENTATIONS AVAILABLE
BRENT LINDEQUE

LINDIWE MAZIBUKO

JUSTIN COHEN

A personal crusader on a mission
to empower through the
power of positive thinking, Brent
has achieved global recognition
for this forward thinking approach,
and has inspired a nation.

Lindiwe Mazibuko is a political
leader, public speaker, writer, and
mentor. She was the first black
woman in South African history to
be elected Leader of the
Opposition in Parliament.

Brent unwittingly started a social
media revolution through his
positive spin on #neknominations.
The Random Acts of Kindness
Nominations (raknominations)
that he started through his simple
YouTube gesture spread around
the world, touching hundreds of
thousand of people, and saving
lives and spawned numerous
similar initiatives including
the recent ALS Ice-Bucket
Challenge.

A graduate of the University of
Cape Town in South Africa (2006
and 2007) and the Harvard
Kennedy School of Government
(2015) in the United States,
Mazibuko was an elected
representative in South Africa’s
National Assembly until May 2014,
when she resigned from active
politics in order to return to
higher education.

Justin Cohen, As a leading
authority on human potential, with
a postgraduate degree in
Psychology, Justin Cohen speaks
and trains in the fields of
motivation, sales, service and
leadership. He is the author of four
books and seven audio-books.
He has also hosted a TV show in
which he interviewed some of
the world’s leading experts on
success. In addition to all of the
above, Justin also facilitates
strategy sessions and events for
small groups.
Over the past twelve years
Justin has presented in
fourteen countries, and in
virtually every industry.

MOTIVATIONAL
SPEAKERS
PRE-RECORDED OR LIVESTREAM BUSINESS PRESENTATIONS AVAILABLE
NIKI SEBERINI

JOY RUWODO

DON PACKETT

Niki Seberini is a Mind Freedom
Fighter, Speaker, Facilitator &
TalkShow Host. She has a passion
for helping people free their minds
of thoughts and stories that create
a false reality so they can move
forward wholeheartedly and with
a renewed appreciation for life.

As an esteemed marketer and
strong advocate of education
and learning, Joy is energised
through her ability to change the
way in which people think and act
with regards to marketing strategy
and execution, as well as by
driving market education that
makes real sense and empowers
others to learn and grow.

Don brings a fresh perspecive to
conferences and events by
sharing his experiences with
audiences, related to a number of
hot topics, assisting CEOs and
organisational leaders drive
specific messages home. Every
talk provides educational and
entertaining anecdotes, tales,
metaphors, analogies and a
healthy dose of recapitulation for
good measure.

Niki’s ability to inspire, engage and
shift people’s lives was garnered
over 20 years as a radio talk show
host on Cani FM, Highveld Stereo,
Chai FM, Radio Today and as a
Director & Facilitator of a training
company – The Communicator.

Joy Ruwodo is the Founder and
Executive Director – Marketing &
Communications for Feel the Joy
(Pty) Ltd, a communications
consulting firm which she formed
to further pursue her passion
for marketing and
communications.

Current talks: Life after lockdown
Lego-rise your business; The
psychology of sales; Building a
culture of collaboration;
Energised to lead; In
search of excellence;
Speed kills! Or does it?

ONLINE
COMEDIANS
PRE-RECORDED OR LIVESTREAM PERFORMANCES AVAILABLE
ALFRED ADRIAAN
Alfred Adriaan is a well rounded
hilariously funny and relatable
comedian and his comedy is
deeply rooted in Everyday life. He
bases his comedy in reality which
makes him a firm favorite with
people from different age groups
and backgrounds.
Alfred has a corporate
background with over 10 years
of experience as a Brand and
Marketing Manager at 3 different
leading multinational business. This
has given him a keen
understanding of what corporate
clients need not only from an
entertainment perspective,
but also from a sensitivity
perspective.

CHOMI YA JESO
Chomi Ya Jeso Mahlokwane is a
professional stand-up comedian
born in Burgersfort, Limpopo, in
1990.
He made history in South Africa
becoming the first comedian who
performs in a vernacular language
to win Best Newcomer award at
the 2019 Annual Savanna Comics
Choice Awards hosted at Gold
Reef City, Johannesburg.
Chomi Ya Jeso was invited and
given a standing ovation by
councilors from all political
parties in the Ekurhuleni Council
Chambers on September
18, 2019.

ROBBY COLLINS
Robby Collins rise from actor on
the Durban theatre circuit to fully
fledged stand-up comedian has
taken all of 4 years, still considered
one of the emerging faces
comedy Robby’s career
achievements belies his years on
the comedy circuit.A comedian
whose material draws on real
life comes across at ease on the
stage and has a very believable
stage presence, endearing himself
to audience with his gawky giraffe
frame. Robby has played to the
biggest comedy audiences in
South Africa with appearances at
‘The Heavy Weight
Comedy Jam’ and ‘Blacks
Only’ comedy shows.

ONLINE
COMEDIANS
PRE-RECORDED OR LIVESTREAM PERFORMANCES AVAILABLE
NDUMISO LINDI
Ndumiso Lindi is a
brilliant and genuinely
funny South Africa
comedian. His intuition
and intellect give him a
firm grasp of his nation’s
collective funny bone,
and so he appeals to a
huge spectrum of the
population.
From the first time you see
Ndumiso, you can’t help
but feel good. His novel
blend of nu-school style
and solid tradition makes
for a brilliant and
outstanding
South African
comedy act.

PRINS
Winner of several
Comedy competitions
and Two Time Savanna
Comics’ Choice Awards
recipient, Prins has also
performed by invitation
at the Montreux
International Comedy
Festival in Switzerland, as
well as the Busan
International Comedy
Festival in South Korea.
Selected by South
Africa’s finest export,
Trevor Noah to perform in
Nationwide.

BONGANI DUBE
It’s hard to not laugh
of Bongani’s animated
facial expressions and
stage antics!
A sought after comedian
for various comical TVC’s.
Bongani is a multiple
Savanna Comics’ Choice
Awards nominee and
was selected to perform
in Trevor Noah’s Nationwide Comedy Series.
He’s currently touring his
debut One Man Show,
Up n Up around
South Africa.

TSITSI CHIUMYA
Tsitsi Chiumya is a young
comedian from Limpopo Province. He has fast
become a young talent
to be reckoned. Inspiring
laughter to audiences
nationally and other parts
of the world (Europe &
USA) with his “awkwardly
relatable stories”.
Selected by South
Africa’s most celebrated
comedy export, Trevor
Noah, to take part in the
comedy TV series
NationWild.

ONLINE DJ
ENTERTAINMENT
PRE-RECORDED OR LIVESTREAM BPERFORMANCE AVAILABLE
DJ TINKZ
Tinkz has had a passion for music and
entertainment since her early
childhood.
She was inspired to be in the
entertainment industry by her love of
dance and music and she is driven by
her determination to leave a strong
legacy in the Entertainment Industry.
Her love also moved into radio and
was sparked up by the way a radio DJ
could paint pictures with their words
and their passion for music.
Tinkz studied sound engineering and
music production, gaining hands on
experience with the equipment.
She learnt how to beat match
and improve her craft at the
RISE Academy.

DJ NEPS
Neps is a recognised and established
DJ from Fourways, who displays great
personality and versatility in all of his
sets. Neps started playing in 2008 at
events the likes of house parties. A
year later he established a mobile
company called Bassline DJ’s that
does sound and lighting for events
including but not limited to birthdays,
matric dances, weddings and corporate functions. While growing the company, Neps aimed at developing his
own brand and started playing clubs
and venues the country over.
Neps has the ability to mix different
genres and has shared the stage
with some of South Africa’s
top DJ’s and performers.

CONNECT
WITH US

CHERINE GROVE
General Manager

WWW.EFFERVESCENTS.CO.ZA
INFO@EFFERVESCENTS.CO.ZA
0861 EVENTZ (383 689)
3rd Floor Norwich Place West,
2 Norwich Close, Sandton,
Johannesburg, 2196

